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NATO Killed Civilians in Libya. It’s Time to Admit It.
The alliance bombing campaign had a devastating toll—but, a decade after the war, leaders have still
not taken responsibility.
By Joe Dyke
MARCH 20, 2021, 6:00 AM

Attia al-Juwaili may never know which country’s laser-guided bomb

killed his young daughter. It could be a British, French, or American pilot who struck, but
until he ﬁnds out, his family’s hopes for justice are forever on hold.
It has been 10 years since the NATO-led coalition dropped the ﬁrst bombs targeting
Libyan strongman Muammar al-Qaddaﬁ’s forces—turning the tide in Libya’s civil war
and playing a critical role in bringing down the dictator. The merits of that intervention
have been long debated, with foreign meddlers and local rivals and extremists thriving in
the vacuum ever since.
But there was a more direct cost. In a war fought expressly to protect civilians, NATO’s
airstrikes inadvertently killed dozens. New research by the civilian casualty monitoring
watchdog Airwars, where I am the senior investigator, lays out for the ﬁrst time the
estimated number of civilians killed by all parties to the 2011 war—including both
Qaddaﬁ forces and Libyan rebels. Almost none of the families left behind have received
compensation or an apology.
While NATO insists it took steps to avoid killing civilians, when there were casualty
allegations it had limited mechanisms to assess on the ground, with one former oﬃcial
saying they “really had no idea.”
And those seeking an apology have instead found themselves trapped in a nightmare in
which NATO itself does not make condolence payments but insists accountability must
be sought from individual nations. Yet, even a decade on, countries including the United
Kingdom, France, and the United States still refuse to accept public responsibility for any
harm they caused.
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A family photo of Arwa al-Juwaili taken before she died in a NATO
airstrike in the village of Majer, Libya, on Aug. 8, 2011. COURTESY OF ATTIA
AL-JUWAILI, HER FATHER.

Juwaili’s family and a few others had sought refuge in the village of Majer in northern
Libya a few weeks before the deadly strike, after ﬂeeing the encroaching ground war
between Qaddaﬁ’s forces and NATO-backed rebels.
It was Ramadan, so prayers lasted late into the evening. Afterward, the women and
children went inside, while the men sat in the August heat chatting.
“Then everything was black, we couldn’t see anything. After the smoke subsided it was
clear the second ﬂoor was destroyed,” Juwaili told Foreign Policy.
The men rushed forward, searching through the rubble for survivors. Fifteen minutes
later, another strike killed many of the rescuers.
Juwaili hunted frantically for his 2-year-old daughter, Arwa, eventually ﬁnding her
lifeless under the rubble. “Thank God her body was not ripped apart,” he said.
The United Nations later concluded 34 civilians died at Majer that night, including Arwa.
NATO called the site a command and control node for Qaddaﬁ’s forces. The residents
denied this, and U.N. investigators found no evidence of military activity.
“My message to NATO is that yes, mistakes happen, but you need to correct such
mistakes,” Juwaili said. “I feel that we were treated as if we were nothing and they did not
look back. I hope when Libya is back on its feet, we get justice.”

NATO’s seven-month intervention in Libya in 2011 was ostensibly
carried out to protect civilians.

Qaddaﬁ had brutally crushed an Arab Spring rebellion against his four-decade rule and
was closing in fast on Benghazi, the last bastion of the uprising. The U.N., fearing a new
Srebrenica, voted to intervene to protect civilians.
NATO led a subsequent international bombing campaign, with the U.S.-dominated
alliance claiming to take signiﬁcant steps to avoid killing civilians—employing rigorous
target monitoring and delayed-fuse weapons. At the end of the war, its head Anders Fogh
Rasmussen boasted of “no conﬁrmed civilian casualties caused by NATO.”
Human rights groups and U.N. investigators on the ground unearthed a more
complicated story. They found multiple cases of civilian harm, with a U.N. commission
concluding that while NATO fought a “highly precise campaign with a demonstrable
determination to avoid civilian casualties,” the coalition had killed at least 60 civilians in
the 20 events the commission investigated.
New research from Airwars concludes that this number could be higher still. Using
hyperlocal open-source material to assess for the ﬁrst time the entirety of reported
civilian harm by all parties during the 2011 war, it found NATO strikes resulted in
between 223 and 403 likely civilian deaths in the 212 events of concern reviewed.
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View Airwars’ interactive map of civilian fatalities in 2011 here.

This paled in comparison to the killings by Qaddaﬁ’s forces; according to local
communities, they were responsible for between 869 and 1,999 civilian deaths. And rebel
actions resulted in between 50 and 113 fatalities.
The real Qaddaﬁ and rebel numbers are likely higher still; documentation of NATO
strikes was more comprehensive at the time, and much online social and local media
from 2011 has disappeared.

View Airwars’ interactive map of strikes by belligerents in 2011 here.

Few of those killed by Qaddaﬁ’s forces were struck by airstrikes or artillery, likely due to
NATO imposing a no-ﬂy zone and taking out the regime’s heavy weapons.
Instead, violence had spiked at the beginning of the uprising—with security forces
indiscriminately ﬁring on protesters—and again in August as Qaddaﬁ’s forces lost the
capital, Tripoli. They carried out a series of massacres, including reportedly using
grenades to kill more than 60 prisoners packed into a warehouse.
Rebels also committed atrocities—killing at least 24 civilians while forcing all 48,000
residents of Tawergha to ﬂee after accusing them of Qaddaﬁ sympathies. Gabriel Farag, a
man from the town, told Foreign Policy more than 100 men detained by rebel forces are
still missing, including his brother. A decade later, Tawergha remains largely deserted.
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Libyan authorities proved largely incapable or uninterested in pursuing
post-conﬂict justice. The ﬁrst post-Qaddaﬁ government established a mechanism to
compensate victims but shelved it as the country slid further into civil war in 2014, a
former Libyan government oﬃcial said, speaking on condition of anonymity.

Several of those interviewed for Foreign Policy said they received compensation from the
government for damage to their homes—but no oﬃcial condolences for loved ones
killed.
After the U.N. investigation into the 2011 war, NATO carried out its own six-month
internal review of alleged cases of civilian harm, retired British Army Maj. Gen. Rob
Weighill, the Combined Joint Task Force head of operations during the conﬂict, said in
an interview. On one or two occasions they found misﬁres, but for the other events,
including the Majer attack that killed young Arwa, they concluded that their actions were
justiﬁed.

With the campaign fought almost exclusively from the air, NATO
had no on-the-ground mechanisms for measuring civilian harm
post-strike.
“We went to ultra lengths,” Weighill said. “I know for a fact that the targeting pack, the
data, everything that went toward striking those targets was suﬃciently accurate and
timely to warrant a legitimate strike.”
He insisted that even the second NATO attack in Majer, which killed many of those
rushing to rescue the injured, was justiﬁed. Such so-called double-tap strikes are often
criticized for killing civilians. “It was still operating as a command and control bunker,”
Weighill said. “We wouldn’t have hit it if it hadn’t been.”
Yet with the campaign fought almost exclusively from the air, NATO had no on-theground mechanisms for measuring civilian harm post-strike, he acknowledged.
Weighill described a conversation he had with the then-supreme allied commander
Europe, U.S. Adm. James Stavridis, after the war. “He said, ‘What level of conﬁdence do
you have that you didn’t kill people?’” according to Weighill’s recollection. “And I said,
‘Zero level of conﬁdence.’”
“We really had no idea,” he adds. “If you look me in the eye and say, ‘Were there any
missions you undertook that edged outside the targeting directive or were not legal?’ I
would say, ‘No.’ Now, did we kill civilians? Probably.”
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A building struck by a NATO airstrike in the village of Majer on Aug. 8, 2011.

Photos of those killed at the site of a NATO airstrike in the village of Majer on Aug. 8, 2011.

COURTESY OF ATTIA AL-JUWAILI
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Long a military taboo, admitting to killing civilians has become more
common in recent years.

The U.S. Department of Defense has led the way, admitting that its forces killed more
than 1,300 civilians in the U.S.-led coalition campaign against the Islamic State—though
watchdogs such as Airwars estimate the real number to be far higher.
Other key allies remain in denial. The U.K. has admitted to just one civilian fatality in six
years of bombing the Islamic State, and France none.
NATO itself now has a dedicated Civilian Casualty Investigation and Mitigation Team for
Afghanistan. Mark Goodwin-Hudson—who as a lieutenant colonel in the British Army
headed that team in 2016 and is now a consultant for the Center for Civilians in Conﬂict
—said it was not just morally right but made military sense to compensate families.
“In terms of winning the war, you have got to admit mistakes, particularly in the case of
committing civilian harm and appropriate reparations,” he said. “Especially in contexts
where you are meant to be ﬁghting for hearts and minds.”

In theory, international coalitions such as NATO are about
collective responsibility. Yet for the civilians they harm it often
feels like collective evasion.
But victims of NATO strikes in Libya ﬁnd themselves caught in a bind. To seek an
apology, they have to know which individual country carried out the strike, yet states still
hide behind the anonymity of the coalition.
Eight NATO nations carried out airstrikes in Libya during 2011: Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Italy, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Airwars
submitted Freedom of Information requests and press questions to each regarding
individual strikes that reportedly killed civilians, including in Majer. Denmark and
Norway provided partial information, while all others either did not respond, or declined
to answer—citing collective responsibility.
The U.S. military said all questions should be answered by NATO. Current NATO
spokesperson Oana Lungescu did not respond to requests about speciﬁc incidents.
“NATO as an organisation does not make condolence or ex-gratia payments,” she wrote
by email. “As a voluntary gesture to ease civilian suﬀering, NATO Allies have made
payments to victims of military operations in Afghanistan, Syria or Iraq,” she added. “We
hold no records of Allies making payments in relation to the Libya operation.”
Lungescu insisted that NATO had “no mandate” to investigate inside Libya after the 2011
conﬂict ended. “At the time, the Libyan authorities indicated that they were establishing
their own mechanisms to review incidents which aﬀected civilians. We oﬀered to
support that process but the Libyan authorities did not take NATO up on the oﬀer,” she
wrote.
In theory, international coalitions such as NATO are about collective responsibility. Yet
for the civilians they harm it often feels like collective evasion.
When a 2015 Dutch airstrike killed dozens of civilians in Iraq, the Netherlands hid behind
the anonymity of the anti-Islamic State coalition for four years, despite knowing within
hours that it was culpable. When this was eventually exposed by investigative journalists,
it nearly brought down the Dutch government. Crucially for survivors, the country has
since agreed to an unprecedented 4 million euro fund (nearly $5 million) to rebuild the
town, and it has launched a review to improve military transparency and accountability
for civilian harm.
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Both NATO and individual member states almost certainly know which countries carried
out which strikes that led to civilian harm in Libya. A new NATO “Protection of Civilians”
handbook issued on March 11 notes the need “to prevent, identify, investigate, and track
incidents of civilian casualties from [our] own actions, while also providing amends and
post-harm assistance when civilians are harmed as a result of these operations.” Yet a
decade of silence on Libya suggests NATO has little real willingness to follow that path.

The Gharari family home after an airstrike in the Souq al-Jumaa region of Tripoli on June 19, 2011.

Some cases should have been simple to apologize for. At around 1 a.m.

on June 19, 2011, a bomb hit the Gharari family home in Tripoli, killing ﬁve people. NATO
immediately announced a “weapons system failure” that “caused the weapon not to hit
the intended target, and reportedly resulted in a number of civilian casualties.”
But an apology in English a continent away did not translate in the chaos of Libya’s 2011
war. Angry neighbors spread rumors that the family had caused the strike by being
Qaddaﬁ sympathizers.
Mohammed al-Gharari, whose sister and her two children were among those killed,
decided to ﬁght for an apology and clear the family name. But he soon learned there was
no clear route to justice.
Without knowing which nation dropped the bomb, he couldn’t even ask for reparations
or medical support for those injured in the NATO attack.
In desperation, he eventually traveled to Brussels, home to NATO headquarters. He paid
a Belgian lawyer thousands of euros in a futile attempt to ﬁnd out what the alliance knew
about his family’s tragedy—including which nation had killed them. The money is long
gone, but that information remains classiﬁed. Yet as Weighill noted, the nation that
conducted the strike which killed Gharari’s family had internally admitted, almost
immediately, that the operation “didn’t go well.”
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Gharari is angry that he may never be allowed to know which nation is responsible, and
he says they are hiding behind NATO anonymity. “This state has to assist the wounded
and compensate them as soon as possible. Their admission will also clear my name,” said
Gharari, speaking recently from Libya.
“If there is any justice I will get my apology.”
Joe Dyke is a senior investigator at the civilian casualty monitor Airwars. Twitter: @joedyke
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<div class=\"bolded-ﬁrst-line\">\r\n\r\nAttia al-Juwaili may never know which country\u2019s laser-guided bomb killed his
young daughter. It could be a British, French, or American pilot who struck, but until he ﬁnds out, his family\u2019s hopes
for justice are forever on hold.\r\n\r\n<\/div>\r\nIt has been 10 years since the NATO-led coalition dropped the ﬁrst bombs
targeting Libyan strongman Muammar al-Qaddaﬁ\u2019s forces\u2014turning the tide in Libya\u2019s civil war and playing
a critical role in bringing down the dictator. The merits of that intervention have been <a
href=\"https:\/\/foreignpolicy.com\/2016\/03\/22\/libya-and-the-myth-of-humanitarian-intervention\/\">long debated<\/a>,
with foreign meddlers and local rivals and extremists thriving in the vacuum ever since.\r\n\r\nBut there was a more direct
cost. In a war fought expressly to protect civilians, NATO\u2019s airstrikes inadvertently killed dozens. <a
href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/conﬂict\/all-belligerents-in-libya-2011\/\">New research<\/a> by the civilian casualty monitoring
watchdog Airwars, where I am the senior investigator, lays out for the ﬁrst time the estimated number of civilians killed by all
parties to the 2011 war\u2014including both Qaddaﬁ forces and Libyan rebels. Almost none of the families left behind have
received compensation or an apology.\r\n\r\nWhile NATO insists it took steps to avoid killing civilians, when there were
casualty allegations it had limited mechanisms to assess on the ground, with one former oﬃcial saying they \u201creally had
no idea.\u201d\r\n\r\nAnd those seeking an apology have instead found themselves trapped in a nightmare in which NATO
itself does not make condolence payments but insists accountability must be sought from individual nations. Yet, even a
decade on, countries including the United Kingdom, France, and the United States still refuse to accept public responsibility
for any harm they caused.\r\n\r\n[caption id=\"attachment_1038639\" align=\"alignnone\" width=\"700\" class=\"none
text_wrap_right\"]<img class=\"alignnone size-text_wrap_right wp-image-1038639\" src=\"https:\/\/foreignpolicy.com\/wpcontent\/uploads\/2021\/03\/nato-coalition-airstrike-libya-2011-civilian-Majer-1.jpg\" alt=\"A family photo of Arwa al-Juwaili
taken before she died in a NATO airstrike in the village of Majer, Libya, on Aug. 8, 2011. \" width=\"700\" height=\"933\" \/> A
family photo of Arwa al-Juwaili taken before she died in a NATO airstrike in the village of Majer, Libya, on Aug. 8, 2011. <span
class=\"attribution\">Courtesy of Attia al-Juwaili, her father.<\/span> <!-- caption placeholder -->
[\/caption]\r\n\r\nJuwaili\u2019s family and a few others had sought refuge in the village of Majer in northern Libya a few
weeks before the deadly strike, after ﬂeeing the encroaching ground war between Qaddaﬁ\u2019s forces and NATO-backed
rebels.\r\n\r\nIt was Ramadan, so prayers lasted late into the evening. Afterward, the women and children went inside, while
the men sat in the August heat chatting.\r\n\r\n\u201cThen everything was black, we couldn\u2019t see anything. After the
smoke subsided it was clear the second ﬂoor was destroyed,\u201d Juwaili told <em>Foreign Policy<\/em>.\r\n\r\nThe men
rushed forward, searching through the rubble for survivors. Fifteen minutes later, another strike killed many of the
rescuers.\r\n\r\nJuwaili hunted frantically for his 2-year-old daughter, Arwa, eventually ﬁnding her lifeless under the rubble.
\u201cThank God her body was not ripped apart,\u201d he said.\r\n\r\nThe <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.ohchr.org\/Documents\/HRBodies\/HRCouncil\/RegularSession\/Session19\/A.HRC.19.68.pdf\">United
Nations later concluded<\/a> 34 civilians died at Majer that night, including Arwa. NATO called the site a command and
control node for Qaddaﬁ\u2019s forces. The residents denied this, and U.N. investigators found no evidence of military
activity.\r\n\r\n\u201cMy message to NATO is that yes, mistakes happen, but you need to correct such mistakes,\u201d
Juwaili said. \u201cI feel that we were treated as if we were nothing and they did not look back. I hope when Libya is back on
its feet, we get justice.\u201d\r\n\r\n[hrthick]\r\n<div class=\"bolded-ﬁrst-line\">\r\n\r\nNATO\u2019s seven-month
intervention in Libya in 2011 was ostensibly carried out to protect civilians.\r\n\r\n<\/div>\r\nQaddaﬁ had <a
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href=\"https:\/\/www.telegraph.co.uk\/news\/worldnews\/africaandindianocean\/libya\/8335934\/Libya-protests-140massacred-as-Gaddaﬁ-sends-in-snipers-to-crush-dissent.html\">brutally crushed<\/a> an Arab Spring rebellion against his
four-decade rule and was closing in fast on Benghazi, the last bastion of the uprising. The U.N., fearing a new Srebrenica, <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.nato.int\/nato_static_ﬂ2014\/assets\/pdf\/pdf_2011_03\/20110927_110311-UNSCR-1973.pdf\">voted to
intervene<\/a> to protect civilians.\r\n\r\nNATO led a subsequent international bombing campaign, with the U.S.-dominated
alliance claiming to take signiﬁcant steps to avoid killing civilians\u2014employing rigorous target monitoring and delayedfuse weapons. At the end of the war, its head Anders Fogh Rasmussen <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.nato.int\/cps\/en\/natolive\/opinions_80247.htm\">boasted<\/a> of \u201cno conﬁrmed civilian
casualties caused by NATO.\u201d\r\n\r\nHuman rights groups and U.N. investigators on the ground unearthed a more
complicated story. They found multiple cases of civilian harm, with a <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.ohchr.org\/Documents\/HRBodies\/HRCouncil\/RegularSession\/Session19\/A.HRC.19.68.pdf\">U.N.
commission<\/a> concluding that while NATO fought a \u201chighly precise campaign with a demonstrable determination to
avoid civilian casualties,\u201d the coalition had killed at least 60 civilians in the 20 events the commission
investigated.\r\n\r\nNew research from <a href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/conﬂict\/all-belligerents-in-libya-2011\">Airwars<\/a>
concludes that this number could be higher still. Using hyperlocal open-source material to assess for the ﬁrst time the
entirety of reported civilian harm by all parties during the 2011 war, it found NATO strikes resulted in between 223 and 403
likely civilian deaths in the 212 events of concern reviewed.\r\n\r\n<iframe id=\"datawrapper-chart-9oFWw\" style=\"width:
100%; border: none;\" title=\"Number of Likely Civilian Fatalities in 2011 by Belligerent \"
src=\"https:\/\/datawrapper.dwcdn.net\/9oFWw\/3\/\" height=\"368\" frameborder=\"0\" scrolling=\"no\" arialabel=\"Grouped Bars\"><\/iframe><script type=\"text\/javascript\">!function(){\"use
strict\";window.addEventListener(\"message\",function(a){if(void 0!==a.data[\"datawrapper-height\"])for(var e in
a.data[\"datawrapper-height\"]){var t=document.getElementById(\"datawrapper-chart\"+e)||document.querySelector(\"iframe[src*='\"+e+\"']\");t&&(t.style.height=a.data[\"datawrapper-height\"][e]+\"px\")}})}
();\r\n<\/script>\r\n<div style=\"max-width: 1000px; margin: 0 auto 2em;\"><\/div>\r\n\r\n[caption id=\"attachment_1038647\"
align=\"alignnone\" width=\"1024\" class=\"none mid_width_graphic_photo\"]<img class=\"alignnone sizemid_width_graphic_photo wp-image-1038647\" src=\"https:\/\/foreignpolicy.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/03\/libyabelligerent-nato-strikes-2011-airwars.png\" alt=\"View Airwars\u2019 interactive map of civilian fatalities in 2011 here.\"
width=\"1024\" height=\"480\" \/> View Airwars\u2019 interactive map of civilian fatalities in 2011 <a
href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/conﬂict\/all-belligerents-in-libya-2011\/\">here<\/a>. <!-- caption placeholder -->
[\/caption]\r\n\r\nThis paled in comparison to the killings by Qaddaﬁ\u2019s forces; according to local communities, they
were responsible for between 869 and 1,999 civilian deaths. And rebel actions resulted in between 50 and 113
fatalities.\r\n\r\nThe real Qaddaﬁ and rebel numbers are likely higher still; documentation of NATO strikes was more
comprehensive at the time, and much online social and local media from 2011 has disappeared.\r\n\r\n<iframe
id=\"datawrapper-chart-sidMT\" style=\"width: 100%; border: none;\" title=\"Likely Minimum Civilian Fatalities in Libya by
Month in 2011\" src=\"https:\/\/datawrapper.dwcdn.net\/sidMT\/7\/\" height=\"800\" frameborder=\"0\" scrolling=\"no\" arialabel=\"chart\"><\/iframe><script type=\"text\/javascript\">!function(){\"use
strict\";window.addEventListener(\"message\",function(a){if(void 0!==a.data[\"datawrapper-height\"])for(var e in
a.data[\"datawrapper-height\"]){var t=document.getElementById(\"datawrapper-chart\"+e)||document.querySelector(\"iframe[src*='\"+e+\"']\");t&&(t.style.height=a.data[\"datawrapper-height\"][e]+\"px\")}})}
();\r\n<\/script>\r\n<div style=\"max-width: 1000px; margin: 0 auto 2em;\"><\/div>\r\n\r\n[caption id=\"attachment_1038646\"
align=\"alignnone\" width=\"1024\" class=\"none mid_width_graphic_photo\"]<img class=\"alignnone sizemid_width_graphic_photo wp-image-1038646\" src=\"https:\/\/foreignpolicy.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/03\/libyabelligerent-nato-strikes-2011-airwars2.png\" alt=\"View Airwars\u2019 interactive map of strikes by belligerents in 2011
here.\" width=\"1024\" height=\"480\" \/> View Airwars\u2019 interactive map of strikes by belligerents in 2011 <a
href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/conﬂict\/all-belligerents-in-libya-2011\/\">here<\/a>. <!-- caption placeholder -->
[\/caption]\r\n\r\nFew of those killed by Qaddaﬁ\u2019s forces were struck by airstrikes or artillery, likely due to NATO
imposing a no-ﬂy zone and taking out the regime\u2019s heavy weapons.\r\n\r\nInstead, violence had spiked at the
beginning of the uprising\u2014with security forces indiscriminately ﬁring on protesters\u2014and again in August as
Qaddaﬁ\u2019s forces lost the capital, Tripoli. They carried out a series of massacres, including reportedly using grenades to
kill more than 60 prisoners packed into a warehouse.\r\n\r\nRebels also committed atrocities\u2014killing at least 24
civilians while <a href=\"https:\/\/www.hrw.org\/news\/2019\/01\/24\/libya-displaced-population-cant-go-home\">forcing all
48,000 residents<\/a> of Tawergha to ﬂee after accusing them of Qaddaﬁ sympathies. Gabriel Farag, a man from the town,
told <em>Foreign Policy<\/em> more than 100 men detained by rebel forces are still missing, including his brother. A decade
later, Tawergha remains largely deserted.\r\n\r\n[hrthick]\r\n<div class=\"bolded-ﬁrst-line\">\r\n\r\nLibyan authorities
proved largely incapable or uninterested in pursuing post-conﬂict justice. The ﬁrst post-Qaddaﬁ government established a
mechanism to compensate victims but shelved it as the country slid further into civil war in 2014, a former Libyan
government oﬃcial said, speaking on condition of anonymity.\r\n\r\n<\/div>\r\nSeveral of those interviewed for <em>Foreign
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Policy<\/em> said they received compensation from the government for damage to their homes\u2014but no oﬃcial
condolences for loved ones killed.\r\n\r\nAfter the U.N. investigation into the 2011 war, NATO carried out its own six-month
internal review of alleged cases of civilian harm, retired British Army Maj. Gen. Rob Weighill, the Combined Joint Task Force
head of operations during the conﬂict, said in an interview. On one or two occasions they found misﬁres, but for the other
events, including the Majer attack that killed young Arwa, they concluded that their actions were justiﬁed.\r\n\r\n<span
class=\"pull-quote-sidebar\">With the campaign fought almost exclusively from the air, NATO had no on-the-ground
mechanisms for measuring civilian harm post-strike.<\/span>\r\n\r\n\u201cWe went to ultra lengths,\u201d Weighill said.
\u201cI know for a fact that the targeting pack, the data, everything that went toward striking those targets was suﬃciently
accurate and timely to warrant a legitimate strike.\u201d\r\n\r\nHe insisted that even the second NATO attack in Majer,
which killed many of those rushing to rescue the injured, was justiﬁed. Such so-called double-tap strikes are often criticized
for killing civilians. \u201cIt was still operating as a command and control bunker,\u201d Weighill said. \u201cWe
wouldn\u2019t have hit it if it hadn\u2019t been.\u201d\r\n\r\nYet with the campaign fought almost exclusively from the air,
NATO had no on-the-ground mechanisms for measuring civilian harm post-strike, he acknowledged.\r\n\r\nWeighill
described a conversation he had with the then-supreme allied commander Europe, U.S. Adm. James Stavridis, after the war.
\"He said, \u2018What level of conﬁdence do you have that you didn\u2019t kill people?\u2019\u201d according to Weighill's
recollection. \u201cAnd I said, \u2018Zero level of conﬁdence.\u2019\"\r\n\r\n\"We really had no idea,\" he adds. \u201cIf
you look me in the eye and say, \u2018Were there any missions you undertook that edged outside the targeting directive or
were not legal?\u2019 I would say, \u2018No.\u2019 Now, did we kill civilians?
Probably.\u201d\r\n\r\n[hrthick]\r\n\r\n[gallery gallery_type=\"section_break_two\" ids=\"1038640,1038641\" columns=\"1\"
link=\"none\" size=\"full\" border=\"none\"]\r\n<div class=\"bolded-ﬁrst-line\">\r\n\r\nLong a military taboo, admitting to
killing civilians has become more common in recent years.\r\n\r\n<\/div>\r\nThe U.S. Department of Defense has led the
way, <a href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/news-and-investigations\/the-credibles-how-airwars-secured-the-most-comprehensivelocational-data-on-civilian-harm-ever-released-by-the-us-military\/\">admitting that its forces killed more than 1,<\/a><a
href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/news-and-investigations\/the-credibles-how-airwars-secured-the-most-comprehensivelocational-data-on-civilian-harm-ever-released-by-the-us-military\/\">3<\/a><a href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/news-andinvestigations\/the-credibles-how-airwars-secured-the-most-comprehensive-locational-data-on-civilian-harm-everreleased-by-the-us-military\/\">00<\/a> civilians in the U.S.-led coalition campaign against the Islamic State\u2014though
watchdogs such as Airwars estimate the real number to be far higher.\r\n\r\nOther key allies <a
href=\"https:\/\/airwars.org\/news-and-investigations\/europes-shame-claims-of-no-civilian-harm-exposed\/\">remain in
denial<\/a>. The U.K. has <a href=\"https:\/\/questions-statements.parliament.uk\/written-statements\/detail\/2018-0502\/HCWS665\">admitted to just one<\/a> civilian fatality in six years of bombing the Islamic State, and France
none.\r\n\r\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.nato.int\/cps\/en\/SID-9D9D8832-42250361\/natolive\/oﬃcial_texts_65114.htm\">NATO
itself<\/a> now has a dedicated Civilian Casualty Investigation and Mitigation Team for Afghanistan. Mark GoodwinHudson\u2014who as a lieutenant colonel in the British Army headed that team in 2016 and is now a consultant for the
Center for Civilians in Conﬂict\u2014said it was not just morally right but made military sense to compensate
families.\r\n\r\n\u201cIn terms of winning the war, you have got to admit mistakes, particularly in the case of committing
civilian harm and appropriate reparations,\u201d he said. \u201cEspecially in contexts where you are meant to be ﬁghting for
hearts and minds.\u201d\r\n\r\n<span class=\"pull-quote-sidebar\">In theory, international coalitions such as NATO are
about collective responsibility. Yet for the civilians they harm it often feels like collective evasion.<\/span>\r\n\r\nBut victims
of NATO strikes in Libya ﬁnd themselves caught in a bind. To seek an apology, they have to know which individual country
carried out the strike, yet states still hide behind the anonymity of the coalition.\r\n\r\nEight NATO nations carried out
airstrikes in Libya during 2011: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Italy, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United
States. <i>Airwars <\/i>submitted Freedom of Information requests and press questions to each regarding individual strikes
that reportedly killed civilians, including in Majer. Denmark and Norway provided partial information, while all others either
did not respond, or declined to answer\u2014citing collective responsibility.\r\n\r\nThe U.S. military said all questions
should be answered by NATO. Current NATO spokesperson Oana Lungescu did not respond to requests about speciﬁc
incidents.\r\n\r\n\u201cNATO as an organisation does not make condolence or ex-gratia payments,\u201d she wrote by
email. \u201cAs a voluntary gesture to ease civilian suﬀering, NATO Allies have made payments to victims of military
operations in Afghanistan, Syria or Iraq,\u201d she added. \u201cWe hold no records of Allies making payments in relation to
the Libya operation.\"\r\n\r\nLungescu insisted that NATO had \u201cno mandate\u201d to investigate inside Libya after the
2011 conﬂict ended. \u201cAt the time, the Libyan authorities indicated that they were establishing their own mechanisms to
review incidents which aﬀected civilians. We oﬀered to support that process but the Libyan authorities did not take NATO up
on the oﬀer,\u201d she wrote.\r\n\r\nIn theory, international coalitions such as NATO are about collective responsibility. Yet
for the civilians they harm it often feels like collective evasion.\r\n\r\nWhen a 2015 Dutch airstrike <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.bbc.co.uk\/news\/world-europe-50286829\">killed dozens of civilians in Iraq<\/a>, the Netherlands hid
behind the anonymity of the anti-Islamic State coalition for four years, despite knowing within hours that it was culpable.
When this was eventually exposed by investigative journalists, it nearly brought down the Dutch government. Crucially for
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survivors, the country has since <a href=\"https:\/\/twitter.com\/airwars\/status\/1338858814641111040\">agreed<\/a> to an
unprecedented 4 million euro fund (nearly $5 million) to rebuild the town, and it has launched a review to improve military
transparency and accountability for civilian harm.\r\n\r\nBoth NATO and individual member states almost certainly know
which countries carried out which strikes that led to civilian harm in Libya. A new NATO \u201c<u>Protection of
Civilians\u201d <a href=\"https:\/\/shape.nato.int\/resources\/3\/website\/ACO-Protection-of-CiviliansHandbook.pdf\">handbook<\/a><\/u> issued on March 11 notes the need \u201cto prevent, identify, investigate, and track
incidents of civilian casualties from [our] own actions, while also providing amends and post-harm assistance when civilians
are harmed as a result of these operations.\u201d Yet a decade of silence on Libya suggests NATO has little real willingness to
follow that path.\r\n\r\n[hrthick]\r\n\r\n[caption id=\"attachment_1038638\" align=\"alignnone\" width=\"1024\"
class=\"none text_width\"]<img class=\"alignnone size-text_width wp-image-1038638\"
src=\"https:\/\/foreignpolicy.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/03\/nato-coalition-airstrike-libya-2011-civilian-Gharari1.jpg\" alt=\"The Gharari family home after an airstrike in the Souq al-Jumaa region of Tripoli on June 20, 2011. \"
width=\"1024\" height=\"768\" \/> The Gharari family home after an airstrike in the Souq al-Jumaa region of Tripoli on June
19, 2011. <!-- caption placeholder -->[\/caption]\r\n\r\n<div class=\"bolded-ﬁrst-line\">\r\n\r\nSome cases should have been
simple to apologize for. At around 1 a.m. on <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.amnesty.org\/download\/Documents\/24000\/mde190032012en.pdf\">June 19, 2011<\/a>, a bomb hit
the Gharari family home in Tripoli, killing ﬁve people. NATO <a
href=\"https:\/\/www.nato.int\/cps\/en\/natolive\/opinions_75652.htm\">immediately announced<\/a> a \u201cweapons
system failure\u201d that \u201ccaused the weapon not to hit the intended target, and reportedly resulted in a number of
civilian casualties.\u201d\r\n\r\n<\/div>\r\nBut an apology in English a continent away did not translate in the chaos of
Libya\u2019s 2011 war. Angry neighbors spread rumors that the family had caused the strike by being Qaddaﬁ
sympathizers.\r\n\r\nMohammed al-Gharari, whose sister and her two children were among those killed, decided to ﬁght for
an apology and clear the family name. But he soon learned there was no clear route to justice.\r\n\r\nWithout knowing which
nation dropped the bomb, he couldn\u2019t even ask for reparations or medical support for those injured in the NATO
attack.\r\n\r\nIn desperation, he eventually traveled to Brussels, home to NATO headquarters. He paid a Belgian lawyer
thousands of euros in a futile attempt to ﬁnd out what the alliance knew about his family\u2019s tragedy\u2014including
which nation had killed them. The money is long gone, but that information remains classiﬁed. Yet as Weighill noted, the
nation that conducted the strike which killed Gharari\u2019s family had internally admitted, almost immediately, that the
operation \u201cdidn\u2019t go well.\u201d\r\n\r\nGharari is angry that he may never be allowed to know which nation is
responsible, and he says they are hiding behind NATO anonymity. \u201cThis state has to assist the wounded and
compensate them as soon as possible. Their admission will also clear my name,\u201d said Gharari, speaking recently from
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